Dancing, Skits Feature Ticker Dinner, Mar. 20
More than 50 Ticker alumni and staff members are expected to attend the page’s second annual dinner, which will be held next Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in the “House” in Greenwich Village.

Dancing and the presentation of skits will supplement the eating. Those who are working on the Ticker at present will be given an opportunity to meet those who helped build the paper in the past.

Editor Fires First Gun in Peace Drive At ASU Meeting

James Wechler, former editor of the Student Spectator, will address the A.S.U. at its next meeting on Wednesday, April 8, at 3:30 p.m. in the Parkside Hotel at 20th St. and Irving Place. Miss Wechler will discuss the possibilities of a career in journalism. She has a master’s degree in journalism and has worked as a reporter for several newspapers.

Dr. Lewinson, Trustee, To Address House Plan Will Speak on Life Of Father Wed. At 4 p.m.

Dr. Ruth Lewinson, Trustee of the Board of Higher Education, will speak to members of Lewinson house section Wednesday at 4 p.m. in the Parkside Hotel at 20th St. and Irving Place. Miss Lewinson will discuss the possibilities of a career in journalism. She has a master’s degree in journalism and has worked as a reporter for several newspapers.

Frank Blum Tells Acet’g Soc., Know New Security Laws

Frank Blum, former editor of the Spectator, will speak on security laws at a meeting of the Acet’g Society on Monday, April 19, at 7:30 p.m. in the Parkside Hotel at 20th St. and Irving Place.

Dr. Larkin Talks on House Plan

Dr. John D. Larkin, of the government department, delivered the first address in the House Plan. He discussed the benefits of the House Plan which was approved by the Council as a donation to Spain. The House Plan will provide housing for the Loyalists of Spain.

Ben Leider '24 Downed Flying in Spanish Army

Ben Leider, who embarked up on a journalistic career by writing for the Compan, was shot down in a Spanish airfield on March 13, 1937. He had already been raised without solicitation.

Ben Leider, the first American volunteer to be killed while fighting the fascist invaders of Spain, was a member of the class of 24 at this college.

Prize Contest for New Comedy Literary Organ Announced as SC Accepts Charter

The first literary magazine in the history of the School of Business moved a step nearer realization last Friday afternoon, as the Student Council passed favorably upon the charter for the new publication.

Under the cooperation of Professor Compton and his English department, as well as the Ticker, and the support of the student government, Frank Herbet '32, and Alvin Goldberg '40, pioneers in the new literary venture, have already invited contributions for the initial issue. Sizing the need for an adequate outlet for the creative efforts of students here, Herbet and Goldberg last week announced a series of prize contests to stimulate interest in the new venture.

The first of these contests will center around an appropriate name for the magazine, and the student submitting the best name will be awarded a pair of tickets to see the Broadway show. The other contests will be designed to encourage creative literary efforts, so that four pairs of tickets will be awarded to the students submitting the best short story, one-act play, poem and dramatic criticism, respectively. As part of its cooperation with the leaders of the literary venture, the ’Ticker’ will provide the prize winners with their theater tickets.

The temporary stamping ground for the magazine will be the Ticker office, room 221A. Suggested names and manuscripts for the inaugural issue may be submitted to Frank Herbet or Alvin Goldberg, or placed in the Ticker box in the mail room.
Aid Spain - Act 2

For the second successive semester, the Student Council has voted to set up collection booths to aid the victims of the Spanish insurrection.

In taking this step, the Council not only lends the student body's support to the world-wide chorus of condemnation of Franco and his barbarian horse of Moors and Fascists, but brings home to us once more the untold misery and destruction that flowed from the Franco putsch in America. The student body has given its support to it, and the world-wide disasters on many occasions in the past, and found itself with the modern times, which not only had merited more than the current blood-bath in Spain. Pennies and old clothes from students, and dollars and medical supplies from our elders would supply something that is the hard-put, but staunch supporters of the democratic regime in Spain.

We trust that the administration here will listen to the voice of the student's representatives in this current and commend the Student Council in setting up their Aid-Spain booth. This Council recognizes that a sympathetic attitude on the part of the administration will forward recoupling much of the ground lost by the propaganda and the student's drive for Spain. Must we at the School of Business lag behind our own colleagues in every progressive enterprise demanding administrative cooperation?

Rejuvenated College Councils

Now that the machinery necessary to the formation of metropolitan reputation is in place, it is important that the council and school leaders cooperate to form a council, which should be a sympathetic organization, and for what aims such an organization should strive.

Meeting for the first time last Saturday at the Main Assembly, the council for the College Council, which plans and promotes extra-curricular activities, and coordinates the action of faculty and student bodies, was established. The council, in fact, would be a council of the students, and it is of the opinion of the organization panel also asked for consideration of the interests of the students, and the problem of faculty control.

Most of the recommendations listed above are merely reaffirmations of council rights; no council would have a reason for being unless it is recognized as a council, representing students, and that this council forms an integral part of the organization, and the students themselves, and the problem of faculty control.

A council must be elected by the students, and it is of the opinion of the organization panel also asked for consideration of the interests of the students, and the problem of faculty control.

City's Newly Organized Parents' Association Will Aid Students to Secure Free Text Books

By Ralph Cohen

What is this college going to do about book and laboratory fees, and the new proposal, for a $75 million, $52,500? The students have been forced to fall back on their own resources on such occasions. The factor appears on the scene to consolidate student security and consolidate gains.

Thus on March 2, was born the Parents' Association of the City College of New York, which was formed in the United States. The association is devoted to the interests of City College students, and it is the Managing Editor, Mr. Mr. Albert W. Charman, president, who is the advocate of the association, when students speak up for their rights, and demand what they want. At least in the course of the Board of Higher Education.

President Robinson, Mr. Charman says, "Our students are not asking for a decrease in their tuition costs; they are simply asking to be considered in the Board of Higher Education.

So long ago, text books were free of charge, and then when a charge was put to them, and it has been proposed, in the course of the Board of Higher Education.

The CBC has its representatives at the public hearings, and it will be the mayor and the Board of Estimate that will demand a tuition fee for all students of the colleges, Brooklyn, Hunter and City.

"The CBC is advocating a seventy-five dollar tuition fee for all students attending the colleges, which is a proper charge to be paid by the taxpayers for the education of the students. Out of approximately 20,000 students in the colleges, if we could have an organization of the students who would want to pay the tuition fee for their students, we would have the students who need one to be the students, and that is what is the problem to defend their interests, and work with President Robinson in the campaign, and someone to appeal to the Board of Higher Education, as citizens, to see what is the good for performance.